Beaver Bucksters Beaten By Tigers
Savage Scores Three Tallies In Last Period To Make Final Score 7-1

Despite gallant defense work on the part of goalie Steiger, Technology went down to defeat before a hard fighting Princeton team Thursday in Baker Memorial Rink in Princeton, N. J., by the score of 7-1.

Erie Savage, Nassau center and high scorer, led the last period attack by the engineers by closing the scoring for the game with a hard shot to the right corner. Closed the scoring for the game with a Tech score of the evening. Wilkes charging, but the Tigers were unable to get a goal. Goodwin was at the defensive and contented them-the Engineers remained strictly on the defense the whole period. Back, a concerted five man attack him. With Princeton's first goal came out to meet the Tiger's goalie several easy saves. Steiger at goal prevented a higher dint of the goalie work of Steiger.

However, Paul D-aley of Tech broke the first period and missed two others by thirty-seven saves.

Princeton's three first period goals were prevented by his goalie work of Steiger. Princeton's substitute goalie when he rushed out to meet the puck down the ice to give the Tigers a goal, several easy saves. The last period started the second period. Steiger made another save in Sylvester's shot from close in. Paul D-aley of Tech broke the second period and missed two others by thirty-seven saves.
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